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Abstract
Context: With the conventional methodology of the swinging flashlight test, examiners focus on just one pupil at a time to detect cases
of optic neuropathy. In contrast, the APD Tester™ allows for simultaneous comparison of relative pupillary responses.
Aims: To present the first case series on use of the APD Tester™,
a new device that improves the ability to detect relative afferent pupillary defects.
Settings and Design: Observational case series and instrument
validation.
Methods and Material: The examiner’s left eye views the subject’s
right pupil and the examiner’s right eye views the subject’s left pupil,
simultaneously in a superimposed image. Direct and consensual pupillary responses are observed, as bright lights alternately illuminate
the subject’s pupils.
Results: We present data on the use of the APD Tester™ for 10
known normal subjects and 10 subjects with optic neuropathy in one
eye.
Conclusion: Using the APD Tester™, examiners may detect relative
afferent pupillary defects with greater ease and clarity than afforded
by standard testing methods, in which examiners view each eye individually.
Keywords: APD tester; Consensual pupillary response; Direct pupillary response; Optic neuropathy; Relative afferent pupillary defect
Key Message: The APD Tester™ is a new device that facilitates
accurate detection and quantification of relative afferent pupillary defect. In our case series, we find that the APD Tester™ can enhance
diagnoses, and with its ease of use, may also be used by technicians
and assistants for increased efficiency in clinic.
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Introduction
Pupillary light reflex is an important indicator of retina and optic
nerve afferent input [1]. Asymmetric pupillary light reflex, also known
as Marcus Gunn Pupil or Relative Afferent pupillary Defect (RAPD),
is caused by lesions in the anterior visual pathway [2-4]. Its detection
is useful for identifying retinal or optic nerve diseases [1,5].
The standard technique for diagnosing RAPD is the alternating
light test of Levatin, also known as the swinging flashlight test [1,3,69]. While the patient looks at a distant target, the examiner shines a
light alternately in each eye while observing pupillary response. Due
to contraction anisocoria, which describes the greater pupillary response of the stimulated eye, RAPD diagnosis is only possible when
one pupil’s direct response is smaller than its consensual response [2].
Normal optic nerve function is indicated when the pupils react equally to direct and consensual light [2,3]. Concurrent pupillary constriction is followed by a small amount of dilation (hippus) each time the
light is “swung” from one eye to the other [2,3]. In contrast, decrease
of one pupil’s initial constriction followed by dilation to a larger diameter, relative to the other pupil’s response, indicates presence of an
RAPD [2-4]. Loss of initial pupillary constriction on one side can also
indicate presence of an RAPD [4].
Since the swinging flashlight test was first described in 1959, many
modifications have been introduced [4]. These suggestions include
magnification, effective for detection of subtle RAPD, with a slit-lamp
biomicroscope or with high plus magnifying lens [4,10]. However,
Lankaranian et al., found the use of the slit lamp to be inconvenient,
while acknowledging the utility of the idea to improve detection with
magnification [4]. Using only the swinging flashlight test, Lankaranian et al., suggested that almost half of the RAPD cases in a subject
population will be missed [4]. Once RAPD has been detected, the detection may be quantified using such methods as neutral density filters [6,11], crossed polarized filters [11], the Sbisa bar [6], automated
pupillometry [8] and pupillography [6]. The primary limitation with
these methodologies and the swinging flashlight test is the examiner’s
inability to simultaneously view both eyes in evaluation of pupillary
response.
We present a case series on the first reported use of the APD Tester™. This portable ophthalmic tool is the first reported device enabling examiners to observe both pupils simultaneously under high
magnification, in a superimposed image [3]. We find that APD Tester™
usage supports improved RAPD diagnosis and quantification.

Materials and Methods
The APD Tester™ (Richmond Products, Good-Lite Company)
comprises high plus lenses, fixed LED lights and blue/UV lights, batteries and a sturdy casing, as shown in figure 1 [3]. The original APD
Tester™ (APD+20) has a +20 diopter lens; while the newer model
(APD+8) has less magnification with a +8 diopter lens. Kamkar found
that usage of APD+8 was easier to learn and more comfortable for
both examiners and patients. Currently, the APD Tester™ (APD+20
and APD+8) costs $160, while the second generation APD Tester™
with variable light levels costs $300.
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Figure 1: Photographs of the APD Tester™, from the examiner’s point of view
(Figure 1a) and the patient’s point of view (Figure 1b).

With the second generation APD Tester™, each white LED light
can be adjusted, in a controlled stepwise fashion, to be dimmed by
0.6, 0.9, 1.2, 1.5 and 1.8 log units (The maximum luminance level was
chosen for its efficacy and patient comfort, and each step of halving
luminance corresponds to 0.3 “log units”). This capability is enabled
by an internal circuit board, calibrated to match a neutral density filter, which ensures that each LED light produces the same level of light.
The resultant dimming of each LED light is equivalent in effect to a
standard neutral density filter held in front of a penlight while performing the swinging flashlight test.
RAPD can be quantified by the APD Tester™ with variable lights by
the following method. Once RAPD has been detected in one eye, the
white LED and UV buttons on the side of the normal eye can be held
down for a few seconds, while the other white LED button is simultaneously pressed once. This will dim the LED light for the normal eye
by 0.6 log units, equivalent to a quarter of full luminance. If the examiner still detects RAPD, more light reduction is needed. The same
process is repeated until the RAPD is neutralized, i.e., relative dilation
is no longer observed. If the RAPD is reversed, the LED luminance
must be increased. This is accomplished by holding down the same
two LED and UV buttons, while pressing the other UV button. Once
the test is done, the unit can be brought back to default full luminance
by holding down all four buttons together for a few seconds.
Using APD+8, Kamkar and You examined 10 normal subjects and
10 abnormal subjects, with findings summarized in table 1 and table
2. Each patient was instructed to look at a distant object, while room
lights were dimmed at a level allowing for visibility of the subject’s pupils through the APD Tester™. Initially, a diplopic view was seen, but
slight focusing and convergence produced a single fused image. The
superimposed, simultaneous view of both pupils enabled convenient
comparison of pupillary sizes and responses. Direct responses were
detected by shining the white LED light on each pupil using the corresponding top button; consensual responses were detected by shining
the white LED light on one pupil, while observing the other pupil.
Direct responses were easily compared, using the buttons to quickly switch white LED light illumination from one eye to the other, as
shown in figure 2. A positive RAPD was present if repeated alternating
of light between the two eyes elicited a relative momentary dilation of
one pupil.
The grading of RAPD is on a scale of 1 to 5, based on standards in
the medical literature [12]. Bell and colleagues [12] used a 3 second
pause time for each eye. Grade I indicated a weak initial constriction
and greater redilatation; grade II, an initial stall and greater redilatation; grade III, an immediate pupillary dilatation; grade IV, an immediate pupillary dilatation following prolonged illumination of the
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Figure 2: Photographs of APD Tester™ used by an examiner (right side of
photographs) to sequentially examine the subject’s left eye (Figure 2a) and
right eye (Figure 2b).

good eye for 6 seconds; grade V, immediate pupillary dilatation with
no secondary constriction.
We limited the number of examiners to limit inter-operator variability. The study was a non-comparative test with the primary objective of determining device operational performance, i.e., to detect
an RAPD if present in a patient with known optic neuropathy, and to
document the absence of a pupillary defect in a normal patient.

Results
The APD Tester™ was used to examine the following 10 known
normal subjects (Tables 1 & 2).

Discussion
Detection of RAPD is critical in assessing the optic nerve, which is
subject to injury from different etiologies including trauma, compressive lesions, atrophy and inflammatory conditions [3]. RAPD detection may also play an important role in glaucoma patient assessment,
because RAPD detection may precede visual field and optic disc damage [4]. Additionally, Tabatabaei et al., [5] report that higher grade of
RAPD can predict final visual acuity in patients with traumatic optic
neuropathy, Takayama et al., [8] find that RAPD outcomes are correlated rarely with visual acuity and AMD dimension and Folk et al.,
[13] find that pupillary defect is proportional to the extent of retinal
detachment.
We find that the APD Tester™ allows for convenient detection of
RAPD, with many important applications and advantages over previous technologies. For instance, pupillography may provide important
insight into the swinging flashlight test, but because of such reasons
as lack of portability and technical limitations, it is not routinely performed during examinations [9]. Volpe and colleagues [9] note that
a portable, affordable, consistent device to identify RAPDs would be
useful in the care of patients with neurogenic vision loss. The APD
Tester™ directly addresses this need as a portable, affordable, easy-touse new technology, and it was used to test for RAPD in a variety of
patients ranging from 20 to 82 years of age. We report that the APD
Tester™ overcomes the limitations of the swinging flashlight test, including unequal retinal illumination and end-point determination [4].
The second generation APD Tester™ also offers an improved means of
RAPD measurement, with its capability to reduce light luminance in
the unaffected eye until no relative dilation is observed, without the
obstruction of one pupil caused by traditional use of neutral density
filters.
We also find that the APD Tester™ overcomes the difficulties that
previous authors have noted in the examination of subjects with dark
Volume 4 • Issue 1 • 100032
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Initials
EB

Age

Sex

CC

Medical Hx

Medications

Ocular Dx

APD w/tester

BVA

Exam Date

F

Growth on
conjunctiva

Unremarkable

None

Pterygium, mild

Negative

OD 20/20, OS 20/20

3/7/2017

35

AH

32

F

Blurry at far

Unremarkable

None

Myopia, moderate

Negative

OD 20/20, OS 20/20

3/3/2017

LG

20

M

Blurry at far

Unremarkable

None

Myopia, mild

Negative

OD 20/20, OS 20/20

3/3/2017

LA

57

F

Blurry at near

Unremarkable

None

Presbyopia

Negative

OD 20/20, OS 20/20

3/2/2017

HS

45

M

Blurry at near

Unremarkable

None

Presbyopia

Negative

OD 20/20, OS 20/20

3/1/2017

SS

69

F

Blurry at near

Depression, acid
reflux

Lexapro, Prilosec

Compound hyperopic
astigmatism, presbyopia

Negative

OD 20/20, OS 20/20

3/1/2017

RR

61

M

Blurry at near

Hypertension,
depression

Effexor, Remeron,
Vistaril, Zantac

Hyperopia, presbyopia

Negative

OD 20/20, OS 20/20

2/28/2017

SB

58

M

Blurry at far

Hypertension

Amplodipine

High myopia

Negative

OD 20/20, OS 20/20

2/28/2017

TB

27

F

Blurry at far

Unremarkable

None

Myopia

Negative

OD 20/20, OS 20/20

2/27/2017

IM

30

M

Blurry at far

Unremarkable

None

Compound myopic
astigmatism

Negative

OD 20/20, OS 20/20

2/24/2017

Table 1: The APD Tester™ was used to examine the following 10 known normal subjects.

Initials

Age

Sex

CC

Medical Hx

Medications

Ocular Dx

APD w/tester

BVA

Exam Date
2/7/2017

MS

58

M

Vision loss OD

Hypertension

None

NAION

4+

OD 20/300,
OS 20/25

WC

68

M

Blurred vision OS

Unremarkable

None

NAION

4+

OD 20/40, OS
20/150

3/7/2017

BG

82

F

Vision loss OS

Coronary artery disease, DM

Glyburide, Prednisone

Arteritic AION

4+

OD 20/25, OS
20/400

1/5/2017

JK

38

F

Vision loss OD

Multiple sclerosis suspect

None

Optic neuritis

4+

OD 20/100,
OS 20/30

3/29/2017

PM

54

F

Blurred vision OU

Unremarkable

None

Nutritional optic
neuropathy

2+

OD 20/50, OS
20/80

3/8/2017

DW

64

F

Vision loss OD

Postvitrectomy

Alphagan-P

NAION

3+

OD 20/300,
OS 20/40

12/14/2016

MS

59

M

Visual field defect OD

Unremarkable

Aspirin

NAION

4+

OD 20/80, OS
20/30

2/8/2017

BH

71

F

Vision loss OD

Herpes; vitrectomy

Valcylovir

Acute retinal
necrosis

4+

OD 20/800,
OS 20/50

6/13/2016

BH

67

F

Vision loss OD

Unremarkable

Combigan, Lumigan

NAION, OAG

4+

OD 20/100,
OS 20/50

4/13/2016

CR

29

F

Vision loss OS

Unremarkable

None

Optic neuritis

3+

OD 20/15, OS
20/200

3/1/2017

Table 2: The APD Tester™ was used to examine the following 10 subjects, who had optic neuropathy in one eye.

irises, small pupils, or pupils that react slowly to direct or consensual
light [3,4,8]. The ability to swiftly shine a light in either pupil while
observing with a magnified view of both pupils enables convenient
detection of RAPD in post-traumatic, post-surgical, or diseased eyes,
with small pupils or dark irises [3].

Conclusion
The APD Tester™ offers an improved means of assessment for optic nerve pathologies. With the swinging flashlight test’s conventional
methodology, examiners focus on just one pupil at a time. In contrast, the APD Tester™ allows for simultaneous comparison of relative
pupillary responses. Currently, two versions of the APD Tester™ are
available: the first generation model that functions as a screening device, and the second generation model that includes the function to
grade or quantify RAPD for each eye in standard log units of a neutral
density filter. The APD Tester™ thus has the potential to enhance diagnoses, and with its ease of use, it may also be used by technicians and
assistants for increased efficiency in clinic.
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For future studies, we recommend a comparison of RAPD quantification as measured by the traditional method with neutral density
filters, with that as measured by the second generation APD Tester™
with variable LED lights, incorporating intra- and inter-observer variability.
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